APPENDIX C
Historic and Cultural Resources
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW

Project number: DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING / 18DCP034K
Project: INDUSTRY CITY
Date received: 12/22/2017

REVISED OF THIS DATE.

Properties with no Architectural significance:
1) ADDRESS: 960 3 AVENUE, BBL: 3006950042
2) ADDRESS: 950 3 AVENUE, BBL: 3006950037
3) ADDRESS: 962 3 AVENUE, BBL: 3006950043
4) ADDRESS: 954 3 AVENUE, BBL: 3006950039
5) ADDRESS: 944 3 AVENUE, BBL: 3006910044
6) ADDRESS: 952 3 AVENUE, BBL: 3006950038
7) ADDRESS: 956 3 AVENUE, BBL: 3006950040
8) ADDRESS: 958 3 AVENUE, BBL: 3006950041

Properties with Architectural significance:
1) ADDRESS: 4023 1 AVENUE, BBL: 3007060101, LPC FINDINGS: NO INTEREST, STATE/NATIONAL REGISTER FINDINGS: ELIGIBLE NR HISTORIC DISTRICT, COMMENTS: BUSH TERMINAL HD.
2) ADDRESS: 3915 1 AVENUE, BBL: 3007060024, LPC FINDINGS: NO INTEREST, STATE/NATIONAL REGISTER FINDINGS: ELIGIBLE NR HISTORIC DISTRICT, COMMENTS: BUSH TERMINAL HD.
3) ADDRESS: 4000 1 AVENUE, BBL: 3007100001, LPC FINDINGS: NO INTEREST, STATE/NATIONAL REGISTER FINDINGS: ELIGIBLE NR HISTORIC DISTRICT, COMMENTS: BUSH TERMINAL HD.
4) ADDRESS: 892 3 AVENUE, BBL: 3006830001, LPC FINDINGS: NO INTEREST, STATE/NATIONAL REGISTER FINDINGS: ELIGIBLE NR HISTORIC DISTRICT, COMMENTS: BUSH TERMINAL HD.
5) ADDRESS: 581 2 AVENUE, BBL: 3006870001, LPC FINDINGS: NO INTEREST, STATE/NATIONAL REGISTER FINDINGS: ELIGIBLE NR HISTORIC DISTRICT, COMMENTS: BUSH TERMINAL HD.
6) ADDRESS: 627 2 AVENUE, BBL: 3006950020, LPC FINDINGS: NO INTEREST, STATE/NATIONAL REGISTER FINDINGS: ELIGIBLE NR HISTORIC DISTRICT, COMMENTS: BUSH TERMINAL HD.
7) ADDRESS: 607 2 AVENUE, BBL: 3006910001, LPC FINDINGS: NO INTEREST, STATE/NATIONAL REGISTER FINDINGS: ELIGIBLE NR HISTORIC DISTRICT, COMMENTS: BUSH TERMINAL HD.
8) ADDRESS: 4002 2 AVENUE, BBL: 3007060001, LPC FINDINGS: NO INTEREST, STATE/NATIONAL REGISTER FINDINGS: ELIGIBLE NR HISTORIC DISTRICT, COMMENTS: BUSH TERMINAL HD.
9) ADDRESS: 116 39 STREET, BBL: 3007060020, LPC FINDINGS: NO INTEREST, STATE/NATIONAL REGISTER FINDINGS: ELIGIBLE NR HISTORIC DISTRICT, COMMENTS: BUSH TERMINAL HD.
10) ADDRESS: 269 37 STREET, BBL: 3006620001, LPC FINDINGS: NO INTEREST, STATE/NATIONAL REGISTER FINDINGS: ELIGIBLE NR HISTORIC DISTRICT, COMMENTS: BUSH TERMINAL HD.
11) ADDRESS: 882 3 AVENUE, BBL: 3006790001, LPC FINDINGS: NO INTEREST, STATE/NATIONAL REGISTER FINDINGS: ELIGIBLE NR HISTORIC DISTRICT, COMMENTS: BUSH TERMINAL HD.
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